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+12136209815,+12136284642 - http://www.phoenixbakeryinc.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Kim Hung Bakery from Los Angeles. Currently, there are
17 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Kim Hung Bakery:
high five. could give more stars if possible. her mooncake was lovely. it was one of my favs, right? I look forward

to my return. I had the luck to have chosen the lotus design this year for me. my first experience with eating a
moonpie. so happy to arrive this day. blessings. *this evaluation is for the kim hung bakery. thanks! read more.

The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological
disabilities. What User doesn't like about Kim Hung Bakery:

This old street still have parking meters!I don't know what's the hype about the strawberry cream cake？？2 thin
layers of very dry cake. Center is a big layer of cream with sour strawberries (not in season ， then top with
another big layer of cream (thank goodness the cream isn't super sweet . If not because the almonds on the
side， this cake only gets 1 star Sorry, not good ? read more. The catering service is also provided by the

establishment for its guests, In addition, the charming desserts of the establishment shine not only on children's
plates or in the eyes of the little guests. The versatile, fine Chinese cuisine always goes down well with

customers, Inthemorning a delicious brunch is offered here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU

P�z�
TEXAS

Littl� thing�
CINNAMON ROLL

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Desser�
MOCHI

DONUTS

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

EGG

STRAWBERRY

CHOCOLATE

HONEY

KIMCHI

PEPPERONI

BUTTER

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -16:00
Tuesday 10:00 -16:00
Wednesday 10:00 -16:00
Thursday 10:00 -16:00
Friday 10:00 -17:00
Saturday 10:00 -17:00
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